The slow extraction spill from synchrotrons is modulated by residual ripple on the power supplies of magnetic elements. Stochastic RF methodsl'2 were proposed in the past to improve the poor duty factors of very long extractions (several minutes). Another method, based on RF phase displacement principle is presented here. It is particularly suitable for standard spill lenghts of the order of 1 sec. This operationally simple technique has been studied, tested and implemented on the CERN-PS and has improved the low frequency duty factor from 67 % to 98 % typically for up to 600 ms spills.
Introduction
The frequency domain analysis of slow extraction spill from synchrotrons can be divided in two The space A , in RF radians, between buckets, that is the distance between the head of one bucket and the tail of the preceeding one (see Fig. 1 sin ¢l = sin s field through the "holes" between the buckets. Resonance position in frequency domain is checked by Schottky scan measurements. The particle speed vo, at resonance crossing is thus increased by a factor K which can be easily derived from the conservation of 10) phase space as
Again for sin + << 1, combining eq. (9), (13) and 1l) ( 
Conclusions
For very long spills, the method presented here is probably less effective than the stochastic techniques. Nevertheless, for "standard" (T < 1 s) spill lengths it has the advantage of hardware and operational simplicity and it turns out to be more efficient. Up to now we have not been able to measure the VHF spill structure component. However, we have had no adverse comments from the physicists whose counting rates are usually well below this frequency.
